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People can pretend to be whoever or whatever they want to be. Girls can pretend to be boys and men can pretend to be women. But compelling the rest of us by force of law or social pressure to participate in their pretense is tyranny. People can “feel like” they are frogs, but that does not make them frogs, nor do their feelings compel us to regard them as frogs.

Statists love to chant, “Follow the science!” ...except for this singular issue, where they ignore basic science. A “boy’s brain” in a girl’s body and a “girl’s brain in a boy’s body” are biological impossibilities. There there is no human alive that has a brain with XX chromosomes inhabiting a body that has been formed by XY chromosomes, and visa versa. The exact same DNA that created our gonads also created our brains.

Leftists claim to advocate for “equity.” There is nothing equitable about biological men competing against biological women in women’s sports.

Leftists cry “Sexual harassment!” at the blink of an eye, except when forcing girls to share bathrooms and locker rooms with biological males.

The proposed changes to Title IX policies proposed by this administration are unsafe, discriminatory to women, scientific nonsense.

Ron Friedrich
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